The 3-loop heavy flavor corrections to deep-inelastic scattering are essential for consistent next-to-next-to-leading order QCD analyses. We report on the present status of the calculation of these corrections at large virtualities Q 2 . We also describe a series of mathematical, computer-algebraic and combinatorial methods and special function spaces, needed to perform these calculations. Finally, we briefly discuss the status of measuring α s (M Z ), the charm quark mass m c , and the parton distribution functions at next-to-next-to-leading order from the world precision data on deepinelastic scattering.
Introduction
Deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) provides an important method to determine the distribution function of the partons inside nucleons and to measure the strong coupling constant α s from the scaling violations of the nucleon structure functions. Their heavy flavor corrections also allow the determination of the charm quark mass m c . Currently the world data on DIS have reached a precision which needs the next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) QCD corrections for an adequate description of the data. While the massless 3-loop corrections are known [1] [2] [3] [4] , the heavy flavor Wilson coefficients are only known to next-to-leading order [5] 1 . Currently the NNLO corrections to the heavy flavor Wilson coefficients are being calculated. In this survey we give a detailed account on this project, including technical aspects of the computation, such as systematic analytic summation and integration techniques, and their computer-algebraic implementation. On very general grounds, Feynman integrals may be turned into nested sums [7, 8] . In this context also new mathematical function spaces and algebras are of importance, which have been worked out along with the current project. We also give a brief account on these structures 2 . Finally, we present recent phenomenological applications determining the twist-2 parton distribution functions at NNLO in the unpolarized case and at NLO in the polarized case and measuring the strong coupling constant α s (M 2 Z ) and the charm quark mass m c from the world deep-inelastic scattering data. This survey summarizes main results of the research performed in project B3:'Structure functions in the continuum' of DFG Sonderforschungsbereich Transregio 9, Computergestützte Theoretische Teilchenphysik. Related studies using lattice gauge methods are given in [11] .
The deep-inelastic scattering cross section is of the form
with x the momentum fraction of the parton in the nucleon, q 2 = −Q 2 the virtuality of the exchanged gauge boson, and L µν and W µν the leptonic and hadronic tensors. While the leptonic tensor is a perturbative quantity, the hadronic tensor is not. In the unpolarized electromagnetic case it is parameterized as [12] W µν = 1 4π
The structure functions F 2,L (x, Q 2 ) in (2) are nonperturbative inclusive quantities and contain light and heavy flavor contributions. At sufficiently high values of Q 2 , where the leading twist approximation is valid, the structure functions can be represented by
in the MS-scheme. 3 Here C j denote the Wilson coefficients, µ the factorization scale, m i the heavy quark masses, f j are the twist-2 parton densities and ⊗ is the Mellin convolution 
The Wilson coefficients C j contain both the contributions due to inclusive massless partons, C j , as well as the massive quark contributions, H j ,
As has been shown in [14] , at large scales Q 2 m 2 , with m the heavy quark mass, the heavy quark contributions H j factorize into massive operator matrix elements (OMEs) and the massless Wilson coefficients. In the case of the structure function F 2 (x, Q 2 ) this factorization applies starting from Q 2 /m 2 > ∼ 10, while for the structure function F L (x, Q 2 ) [15, 16] it applies at much larger scales of Q 2 /m 2 > ∼ 800 only [14] . 3 For genuine scheme-invariant representations of structure functions see e.g. [13] .
In the following we review the status of the calculation of the 3-loop QCD corrections of the heavy flavor contributions to the deep-inelastic structure functions at large values of Q 2 and of the 3-loop matching coefficients in the variable flavor number scheme (VFNS). First we give a survey on the basic relations and discuss the calculation of finite Mellin moments [17] . We turn then to the calculation of these quantities for general values of the Mellin variable N, which requires techniques very different from those applied for the individual moments. We first line out different computational methods and discuss then the analytical results having been obtained so far, including numerical predictions. The solution of the corresponding Feynman integrals requests special function spaces which we review together with main relations for these quantities. Finally we give a brief summary on the status of the parton distribution functions (PDFs) both in the unpolarized and polarized case and on the determination of the strong coupling constant α s (M Z ) and the charm quark mass m c using the world DIS and related hard scattering data.
O(a 3 s ) Heavy Flavor Corrections to Deep-Inelastic Scattering
The leading order QCD heavy flavor corrections to deep inelastic scattering were calculated in Refs. [18] in the later 1970s. They are given by the leading order gauge boson gluon fusion process. In 1992 the nextto-leading order (NLO) corrections were accomplished in Refs. [5] in semi-analytic form and presented for the flavor-tagged process in x-space. A numerical implementation of these corrections in Mellin-N has been given in [6] . In the case of the contributions to the inclusive structure functions F 2,L (x, Q 2 ) further virtual corrections contribute, cf. [19] .
Fully analytic representations at 2-loop order could be obtained in the region of large virtualities using the factorization [14] . Results were given in the unpolarized [14, [19] [20] [21] [22] and polarized case [23, 24] for neutral current interactions and in the charged current case [25] . The latter results had to be corrected for part of the terms in [26] . 4 The calculation in this case requests proper current crossing, cf. [29] . As a preparatory step to calculate the 3-loop corrections, the 2-loop OMEs had to be calculated in the dimensional parameter ε = D − 4 up to O(ε) [30] , which required more advanced analytic summation technologies.
Let us now turn to the asymptotic heavy flavor Wilson coefficients in the inclusive case and to the OMEs at 3-loop order.
General Formalism The Wilson coefficients in the region
Here a s = α s /(4π) denotes the strong coupling constant and we used the conventionf ( 
Since the massless Wilson coefficients are known [1, 4] , only the massive OMEs A i j at 3-loop order have to be calculated. In many applications in collider physics one is interested in describing the process of a heavy quark becoming light at large virtualities. Here one would like to match the universal terms for the parton distributions and their combinations within this transition for one heavy quark turning into an effectively massless state at the time. 5 The relations between the parton distribution functions for N F and N F + 1 massless quarks, respectively, describing the variable flavor number scheme (VFNS) at a matching scale µ 2 read [17, 22] 
, 5 For the corresponding relations in the case of two heavy quarks becoming light, see Ref. [31] .
with k = u, d, s denoting the massless quark flavors. We would like to note that usually the appropriate scale µ 2 is different from that of the heavy quark mass m 2 [32] . At the 3-loop level the eight OMEs to be calculated consist of 2964 Feynman diagrams with local operator insertions [33] , cf. [17] . They are generated using an extension [17] of QGRAF [34] . The results for the individual diagrams are then written in FORM [35] . The color algebra is carried out using the code Color [36] . In the FORM-code [17] the Dirac-algebra is performed. It has exits both to the calculation of individual moments and for a structure allowing to calculate them for general values of the Mellin variable N in D dimensions. In this way one first obtains the unrenormalized massive OMEs. In the following we will focus on the case of a single heavy quark mass. Recently, also the case of two heavy quark masses has been dealt with in [31] . Let us illustrate the structure of the unrenormalized OME for the flavor pure singlet case [17, 37] as an example :
(1)
Here γ (k) i j denote anomalous dimensions, β k and β k,Q are the expansion coefficients in the massless and massive case, δm The renormalization of the massive OMEs comprises four steps [17] :
• mass renormalization [38] • coupling constant renormalization
• renormalization of the local operator
• treatment of the collinear singularities.
The external legs of the OMEs are massless on-shell partons 6 and the scale of the diagram is set by the heavy quark mass. As mass effects are involved, we treat the coupling renormalization using the background field method first [40] , which leads to a MOM scheme [17] . The transition to the MS scheme is performed using the relation
The Z-factors for the ultraviolet and collinear singularities, unlike in the massless case, are here not inverse to each other.
Moments
We first discuss the calculation of finite moments of the different OMEs. They are calculated projecting the results of the FORM-calculation on a massive tadpole, which is then evaluated using the code MATAD [41] . The calculation requests about a factor of 5 more memory and computational time going from N → N + 2. The present resources allow to compute moments up to N = 10, ..., 14 depending on the OME [17] . For transversity [42] corresponding results have been derived in [43] . As a representative of the moments we show the 10th moment of the constant part of the unrenormalized OME A
Qg , a
Qg (N = 10), [17] : 
Here N F denotes the number of massless flavors and the color factors are
denote the values of the Riemann ζ-function at the integers k, cf. [44] , and the constant B 4 is given by
and Li n (x) = ∞ k=1 x k /k n denotes the polylogarithm [45, 46] .
Results for general values of N
The renormalized OMEs (15) at 3-loop order have the form
with µ 2 the renormalization scale. All logarithmic contributions can be predicted from the 2-loop results and the 3-loop anomalous dimensions, as well as a series of contributions to the constant term. They have been discussed in detail in Ref. [16] . It remains to calculate the constant term of the unrenormalized OMEs. Before we come to the physical results we outline the calculation methods used.
Calculation Methods
In the case of general values of N we have reduced all Feynman diagrams to master integrals by the integration by parts (IBP) relations [47, 48] using an extended version of Reduze2 [49] 7 allowing for the treatment of local operators, resumming them into a generating function. We generally refer to this representation in the case of the more involved diagrams, while simpler ones have been calculated directly without any reduction.
The different Feynman integrals or the master integrals are calculated by the following techniques. In the simpler cases they integrate to Beta-functions or (generalized) hypergeometric functions [53, 54] , after suitable binomial decompositions and using special variable transformations [55] 2
More complicated integrals can be mapped to Appell and Kampé de Fériet functions [56] . These functions are represented in terms of multiple sums. Subsequently the expansion in the dimensional parameter ε = D − 4 has to be performed. There are special algorithms to perform the ε-expansion under certain conditions [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] . However, for general summand structures the expansion has been built into the package Sigma [63, 64] . The multiply nested infinite and finite sums have to be evaluated. This is done using the packages Sigma based on difference field and ring theory [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] , EvaluateMultiSum, SumProduction [74] and ρSum [75] . The infinite sums need limiting processes and thus require the asymptotic expansion of the respective sums. Furthermore, one would like to map to basis representations. This can be done with the help of the package HarmonicSums [76] [77] [78] [79] .
In general it turns out that the higher transcendental functions which would be needed in representing the occurring Feynman diagrams at intermediary steps are not found in the literature, but may be represented in terms of a few Mellin-Barnes integrals [80] 
7 Reduze2 uses the packages Fermat [50] and Ginac [51] . IBPreductions have also been implemented in the codes [52] . using algorithms implemented in [81, 82] . Taking residues one arrives at nested sums, which may again be solved using Sigma.
In some of the cases very large numbers of intermediary nested sums over hypergeometric terms emerge, which leads to very large computation times for Sigma, associated with a large memory request. Since Sigma solves sum by sum, a behaviour of this kind may be related to the fact that several sums (integrals) have to be solved at once. At the side of step-by-step summation, multi-summation algorithms [8, 83] may be applied. We have successfully computed the corresponding integrals using an implementation of the multi-variate AlmkvistZeilberger theorem [79, 84] . It allows for multivariate integrals of the type
to derive a difference equation in N with polynomial coefficients in N and ε, Q k ,
Here P(x i ) and p l (x i ) are polynomials and r l will contain the parameter ε. A term (p l (x i )) r is called hyperexponential. Sometimes it may be practical to search for inhomogeneous difference equations instead of (24) . The corresponding difference equations are solved using Sigma, and sequentially expanding in ε.
A further method consists in deriving systems of linear differential equations for the master integrals [85] . In part they may be obtained by the IBP-relations having been derived before. These systems may be turned into systems of difference equations and solved using the packages Sigma and OreSys [86] . We have also used the method of hyperlogarithms [87] , extended to the case of massive Feynman diagrams containing local operator insertions [88, 89] , by which a series of diagrams having no poles in ε can be calculated. Furthermore, guessing methods [90] are helpful to set up difference equations in a series of cases, see also [91] .
In complicated cases several of the above methods are combined. It is needless to say that both the direct calculation of different Feynman integrals as well as the calculation of the master integrals may require computer memory in the multi-ten Gbyte region and run-times of several days to weeks.
3-Loop anomalous dimensions
The contributions ∝ N F of the 3-loop anomalous dimensions can be obtained from the single pole terms of the unrenormalized OMEs. Fixed moments have been computed in [17] in the present massive calculation and found to agree with previous results given in [92] . For general values of N we show as one example the result in the pure singlet case
Here F and Q i denote polynomials in N, see [37] and S a ≡ S a (N) are harmonic sums, cf. (29) . Eq. (25) agrees with the result of [3] and has been firstly recalculated in [37] . We also recalculated the contributions ∝ N F to γ
gq [93] , γ (3),NSand for the transversity anomalous dimension γ (3,NS,TR)[94] . In the latter case it was the first calculation ab initio, while previously the anomalous dimension had been calculated referring to the principle of maximal transcendentality in [95] . The 2-loop anomalous dimensions [96, 97] [107] contribute. The corresponding term is given by
The 3-loop OMEs A 
gq,Q have been calculated in Refs. [93, 94] and the pure singlet OME A [37] . In the former cases the nested harmonic sums are sufficient to represent the OMEs and asymptotic Wilson coefficients. In the latter case also generalized harmonic sums [78, 108] contribute. As an example we show the constant part of the unrenormalized massive pure singlet OME at 3-loop order: 
Here G and P i denote polynomials in N [37] and S a ( b) are generalized harmonic sums, cf. (31) . In x-space the above contributions due to generalized harmonic sums transform into generalized harmonic polylogarithms [78] . Their specific combination can be reduced to usual harmonic polylogarithms H a [109] of argument 1 − 2x. In the case of the non-singlet contributions [94] the general N result has also been calculated in the polarized case, which is possible solving the γ 5 -problem via the Ward-Takahashi identity [110] . Let us consider the constant part to the unrenormalized OME A PS Qq in x-space shown in Figure 1 . The leading small-x contribution can be determined under some assumptions [111] (for a discussion see [37] ), based on an earlier result in Ref. [112] . Our explicit calculation confirms this leading order prediction. However, it describes the function a (3),PS Qq nowhere. The next term in the small-x expansion [37] yields a good description at x 10 −4 and many more sub-leading terms have to be added to cover the small-x regime, which is a quite common observation in the case of many quantities [113, 114] .
The calculation of the OMEs A
gg,Q and A
Qg , as well as of the Wilson coefficient H S 2,g is currently underway. We now turn to phenomenological applications and consider the contributions of the completed massive Wilson coefficients in the asymptotic region to the structure function F 2 (x, Q 2 ). In Figure 2 the O(a to the structure function F 2 (x, Q 2 ) using the parton distribution functions [115] and m c = 1.59 GeV; from [16] .
Comparing to the contribution of the Wilson coefficient in 3-loop order, depicted in Figure 3 , it turns out that the 3-loop contribution is larger than the 2-loop contribution, which is due to a newly arising small x term. The O(a 3 s ) contribution by L S g,2 to the structure function F 2 (x, Q 2 ) using the parton distribution functions [115] and m c = 1.59 GeV; from [16] .
In the physical region of HERA, the widest having been explored so far, x ≥ Q 2 /S , S 10 5 GeV 2 , the corrections are O(0.01) and below. One should keep in mind that the experimental error of the F 2 -data at HERA is of the same size [116] . Furthermore, measurements at the planned facilities EIC [117, 118] and LHeC [119] , operating at high luminosities, will have even smaller experimental errors. The pure singlet contributions due to L to the structure function F 2 (x, Q 2 ) using the parton distribution functions [115] and m c = 1.59 GeV; from [16] . Figure 5 : The flavor non-singlet contribution of the Wilson coefficient L NS q,2 to the structure function F 2 (x, Q 2 ) at the 2-and up to the 3-loop order using the NNLO parton distribution functions of Ref. [115] in the on-shell scheme for m c = 1.59 GeV. Here we do not display the O(a 0 s ) terms; from [94] .
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In the flavor non-singlet case all OMEs contributing to the matching relation in the VFNS up to 3-loop order (12) have been calculated. It is illustrated in Figure 6 for 2-and 3-loop order in dependence of the matching scale Q 2 . While at 2-loop order the corrections are very small in the low x region, it grows to large x to up to O(0.005). The 3-loop corrections are larger due to the gluonic and singlet corrections and vary between negative and positive values of O(0.005) with more pronounced profiles, also in the small x region.
Finally, the heavy flavor pure singlet contributions to F 2 (x, Q 2 ) are illustrated in Figure 7 . The corrections are negative both at 2-and 3-loop order and grow with Q 
The ratio of the distribution x(u +ū) for four and three quark flavors at 2-and 3-loop order in the variable flavor number scheme matched at different scales of Q 2 as a function of x using the parton distribution functions of Ref. [115] and the on-mass-shell definition of the charm quark mass m c = 1.59 GeV; from [94] . 
The charm contribution by the Wilson coefficient H PS Q,2 to the structure function F 2 (x, Q 2 ) as a function of x and Q 2 choosing Q 2 = µ 2 , m c = 1.59GeV (on-shell scheme) using the parton distribution functions [37] .
The case of two different heavy quark masses
Beginning with 3-loop order Feynman integrals with two massive internal fermion lines contribute, which give rise to non-factorizable heavy flavor effects. In particular these diagrams cannot be attributed to a single heavy quark species. Due to the fact that m 2 c /m 2 b ∼ 1/10, charm will not have decoupled to a massless fermion at the scale of m b . The VFNS generalizes in this case and one has to decouple charm and bottom at large scales together rather than individually [31] . Also a series of moments for all OMEs in the 2-mass case has been calculated. The computation proceeds along similar lines as in the single mass case. The corresponding tadpoles are calculated using the code qexp [120] . As an example we show the 6th moment of the constant part of the unrenormalized OME A 
The scalar integrals contributing to all topologies of A (3) gg in the 2-mass case at general values of N have also been calculated, which can be expressed in terms of generalized harmonic sums, where no expansion in the mass ratio is performed. Indeed the expansion is possible fixing the value of N. Since the expansion leads to problems at general values of N one is forced to seek the complete solution.
Mathematical Aspects of Higher Loop Calculations
Feynman integrals have representations in special number and function spaces, which obey a sequential order growing with the complexity of the integrals defined by their loop order, the number of legs and scales being involved. This has been observed in various calculations up to two-loop order and inclusive 2 → 2 processes, mainly in QCD, until the mid 1990s, cf. e.g. [121, 122] . For zero scale quantities, like the expansion coefficients of the β-function or individual moments of operator matrix elements, one obtains a representation over special numbers. Single scale quantities, like splitting functions or Wilson coefficients in deep-inelastic scattering or for the Drell-Yan process lead to 1-dimensional function representations [123, 124] .
Not much is known on basis representations in more complex cases. The beginning of a systematic search for basis representations falls in about this time [105, 106, 125, 126] after it has been recognized that using the available function representations [45, 46, [127] [128] [129] [130] contained too complicated arguments for further integration or were even not complete. In the case of zero scale quantities at lower loop order in the massless case, multiple zeta values [44] are sufficient to represent the results. In massive calculations at higher loop order also cyclotomic zeta values [77, 131] , generalized infinite sums [78] and constants associated to nested (inverse) binomial sums [107, 132] occur. Zero scale quantities can be obtained as a fixed moment or in the limit N → ∞ of convergent single scale quantities in Mellin space or as special values of the associated iterated integrals at x = 1 or other (algebraic) arguments.
The harmonic sums are defined by [105, 106] 
They have several generalizations. First one may define the real representations of cyclotomic sums by [77] 
The generalized (cyclotomic) sums are given by [78] 8
They generalize the multiple polylogarithms studied in [126, 133] . Even further generalizations contain the binomial coefficient 2k k as a weight factor either in the numerator or denominator of the respective partial sum(s) [107] . An example is given by
The sums obey quasi-shuffle relations, i.e. their products are spanned by linear combinations of sums of the same class and polynomials of sums of lower depth [134] . These relations depend only on the sums' index pattern, not on their value and are also called algebraic relations [135] . The linear combination is a sum over all combinations of combined indices, which preserve the order of indices in the factors. For harmonic sums one obtains e.g. Similar quasi shuffle relations are obtained by the cyclotomic [77] , generalized [78, 108] and (inverse) binomial harmonic sums [107] . All these nested sums also obey structural relations, which depend on their specific structure beyond their index set. They are implied by multiple integer argument and differentiation. The latter operation leads to equivalence classes of sums. The structural relations have been worked out in Refs. [7, 136] in the case of the harmonic sums and in [77, 78] the cyclotomic and generalized (cyclotomic) sums.
One may associate iterated integrals to all these sums which are obtained by the Mellin transform
In this way an alphabet of letters will be created, defining the respective Mellin transform linearly. In the case of the harmonic sums the alphabet is formed by
yielding the harmonic polylogarithms [109] 
The alphabets corresponding to the cyclotomic polylogarithms extend A adding the inverse of the higher cyclotomic polynomials, i.e.
In addition, a series of numerator powers x i occur [77] . In the case of the generalized sums the new letters are [78] 
One may even consider a combination of cyclotomic and generalized harmonic polylogarithms, as implied by the corresponding sums [78] . The nested (inverse) binomial sums imply square-root valued letters like
The special numbers associated to these classes of sums and iterated integrals are obtained in the limit N → ∞ and for x = 1, whenever these values exist. One formally may also associate infinite objects, cf. [44] . The numbers obey the quasi shuffle and shuffle algebras of both spaces and a series of additional structural relations. Counting relations of the bases for the different classes of nested sums, iterated integrals and numbers have been derived to a large extent using Witt formulae [137] and their corresponding modifications. The relations, basis representations, argument relations and conversions of the different objects quoted above are implemented in the package HarmonicSums [76] [77] [78] [79] . Data analyses are often performed using Mellinspace codes, cf. e.g. [113] . Here the evolution equations can be solved analytically up to a given order in the strong coupling constant. The N-space representation for the structure function can be turned into the x-space by a single numerical contour integral around the singularities of the problem. This representation requests the sum representations for complex argument N. The analytic continuation can be derived applying the shift relations of the sums for N → N + 1 and using their asymptotic representation in analytic form [7, 77, 78, 107] . In the case of the harmonic sums also adaptive numerical representations have been derived [138] [139] [140] . The latter may be even obtained in the case of distributions given numerically, cf. e.g. [6] .
Data analyses in x-space require efficient numerical implementations of the iterated integrals representing the higher order splitting functions and Wilson coefficients. In the case of the harmonic polylogarithms the Bernoulli-improvement [141, 142] allows to map the expressions onto functions like log(1 ± x) and their logarithms and polynomials in x within the intervals [0,
The corresponding representations for more involved iterated integrals have still to be worked out. Numerical representations for harmonic polylogarithms were given in [142] [143] [144] [145] . Representations for generalized harmonic polylogarithms were derived in [143, 146] . The mathematical structures described in this section could be systematically found calculating the corresponding Feynman integrals in difference fields in N-space [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] , implemented in the package Sigma [63, 64] , or using Risch-type algorithms in x-space [107, 147] . This also applies for new structures contained in Feynman integrals having not been revealed yet. In this way the growing sets of function spaces describing the Feynman integrals may be uniquely found and explored. Furthermore, for the application of the results in data analyses precise and efficient numerical implementations have to be derived. The world data on deep-inelastic scattering and related hard processes at hadron colliders like the Drell-Yan process and jet-production are so precise that NNLO corrections are needed to extract the parton distribution functions, the strong coupling constant a s (µ 2 ) = α s (µ 2 )/(4π) and also the charm quark mass m c . In the following we give a brief survey on the present status on the determination of these quantities.
The NNLO parton distributions have been determined by five groups (ABM, CT10, JR, MSTW, NNPDF) also resolving the flavor dependence of the sea-quarks. The NLO polarized parton distributions [157] at the input scale µ = 2 GeV (solid line) compared to results obtained by GRSV (dashed-dotted line) [158] , DSSV (long dasheddotted line) [159] , AAC (dashed line) [160] , and LSS (long dashed line) [161] . The shaded areas represent the fully correlated 1σ error bands calculated by Gaussian error propagation; from Ref. [157] .
The most recent analyses were given in Refs. [115, [148] [149] [150] [151] 10 . A recent comparison has been performed in [115] and the main results are shown in Figure 8 . The up-and down quark distributions are well understood. In the case of the gluon distribution there are still significant differences in the small-x region outside the present errors. Here future NNLO analyses of the LHC jet data based on the results of the calculation [154] will lead to a decision. There are still also some significant differences in some analyses for thed −ū distribution, which can be well measured in the Drell-Yan process. The strange quark distribution has the largest errors among the sea quark distributions. Future neutrino and other charged current data will improve it as well as better collider data. For a recent analysis see [155] .
In the polarized case so far only NLO analyses have been possible [157] [158] [159] [160] [161] . Very recently the NNLO
Alekhin [166] 0.1143 ± 0.0013 BBG [163] 0.1134
val. analysis, N 2 LO GRS [164] 0.112 val. analysis, N 2 LO ABKM [152] 0.1135 ± 0.0014 HQ: FFNS N F = 3 JR14 [151] 0.1136 ± 0.0004 dynamical approach JR14 [151] 0.1162 ± 0.0006 including NLO-jets MSTW [167] 0.1171 ± 0.0014 Thorne [168] 0.1136 DIS+DY+HT * ABM11 J [169] 0.1134 − 0.1149 Tevatron jets NLO ±0.0012 ABM12 [115] 0.1133 ± 0.0011 ABM12 [115] 0.1132 ± 0.0011 (without jets) CTEQ [150] 0.1159...0.1162 CTEQ [150] 0.1140 (without jets) NN21 [170] 0.1174 ± 0.0006 e + e − thr. [171] 0.1131
e + e − thr. [172] 0.1140 ± 0.0015 BBG [163] 0.1141
val. analysis N 3 LO World Average 0.1185 ± 0.0006 (2013) [173] anomalous dimensions have been calculated [162] and will allow for NNLO analyses in the future. In Figure 9 we compare the present polarized parton distribution functions obtained from the inclusive and semiinclusive world data. While a reasonable agreement is found for the valence quark distributions the present differences are larger in the case of the gluon and sea quark data. In particular the gluon distribution is strongly correlated with the value of the strong coupling constant.
In this case a NNLO analysis will lead to further improvement. In these analyses proper normalization of the denominator function of the measured asymmetries and the treatment of the higher twist contributions is of importance, since most of the present data stem from the lower Q 2 domain. Finally, we discuss the determination of the strong coupling constant α s (M 2 Z ) from deep inelastic and collider data at NNLO. Valence analyses have been carried out in [163, 164] . Here the gluon uncertainties can be avoided. Sea-quark tail effects were studied in [165] , which yield a negligible contribution, however. An early NNLO singlet analysis was carried out in [166] .
Again, the higher twist effects have to be dealt with in a careful manner. In the valence analyses one may cut them away for the α s determination and analyze these data separately to determine the higher twist contributions to F p,d
2 , cf. [163, 165, 174] . Today many singlet-analyses deliver comparably low values of α s [115, 150-152, 166, 168, 169] , fully consistent with the results of the non-singlet analyses with values in the range of 0.112-0.114. Exceptions are the results of MSTW [167] and NNPDF [170] . We would like to note that also the analysis of thrust data in e + e − annihilation leads to small values of α s [171, 172] if compared to the present world average. Theoretical uncertainties are due to the heavy flavor treatment of O(0.0006) [152] and higher order effects, comparing the central value in the case of the valence N 3 LO analysis [163] with the value at NNLO of + 0.0009. The reported error of the current world average of 0.0006 [173] is thus too small. For a survey on other determinations of α s see [175] [176] [177] . Low values of α s at NLO have recently been reported from ATLAS and CMS from their jet data [178] 
It will be interesting to see the results of the forthcoming NNLO analyses. It is needless to say that both the precise knowledge of α s (M Z ) and the gluon distribution are instrumental for a detailed understanding of the Higgs-and top-quark production cross sections at the LHC [179, 180] . A determination of the charm quark mass from deepinelastic data has been performed in [181] , modeling the NNLO effects [111] , assigning a corresponding theoretical error. One obtains at NNLO (42) fully compatible with the result in [182, 183] , although with a larger error. The theory error will be further improved after the NNLO heavy flavor corrections of Section 2 are fully available.
Conclusions
The present world data on deep-inelastic scattering and upcoming collider data from the LHC allow for a very precise determination of the strong coupling constant α s with an accuracy of 1% accompanied with a precise determination of the parton distribution functions. The corresponding QCD fits require NNLO analyses for which also the heavy flavor corrections have to be known at NNLO. Fortunately, for the structure function F 2 (x, Q 2 ) the asymptotic 3-loop corrections can be applied at Q On the technical side, the calculation had to be accompanied by various innovative developments in summation and integration theory and new techniques in treating massive 3-loop Feynman diagrams containing local operator insertions. This also has led to the full exploration of new mathematical function spaces. All these techniques are of importance also in other massive calculations, e.g. for processes at the large hadron collider LHC and a forthcoming linear collider like the ILC. The ongoing computations are performed on a number of main frames with now typically ∼ 400 Gbyte RAM and 20 Tbyte fast discs. With the help of these machines, using parallel processing, we can already reduce all diagrams to master integrals. We still have to complete the calculation of master integrals using the techniques being described in this article for the yet open OMEs and Wilson coefficients. Finally, also the graphs containing two different mass scales have to be calculated to complete all the corrections.
